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Attachment 12e 
 
CASE STUDIES – SWEDEN 

1. Context 
Viskastrandsgymnasiet is situated in Borås, Sweden and was opened in 1997. It is a vocationally 

oriented upper secondary school with about 820 students (December 2013).  

 

The school offers six vocational programmes:  

• Building and Construction  

• Electricity and Energy  

• Handicrafts/Cabinet-Making specialisation  

• Heating, Ventilation, Sanitation and Building Maintenance  

• Industrial Technology  

• Vehicles and Transport 

 

The school offers one higher education preparatory:  

• Artistic programme/Arts and Media specialisation 

 

Viskastrandsgymnasiet also offers and special 

vocational training for learning-disabled students. 

All the programmes aim to provide good vocational 

training and preparation for further studies. Our 

teaching methods encourage collaboration among 

students and shared responsibility between students and 

staff. 

 

Viskastrandsgymnasiet is in central Borås and consists of several buildings which are connected by 

covered passages with a total floor area of about 17,000 square metres. In addition to these, parts of the 
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Vehicles programme are held in premises of c. 2,800 square metres on the Viared Industrial Estate just 

outside Borås.  

 

View of general competences  

Developments in working life and society during the 20th century have led to increased demands for 

general competences and a shared civic reference framework. In the earlier upper secondary school 

reforms, scope for specific preparation for future working life or further studies, amongst other things, 

was gradually de-emphasised in favour of greater elements of common subjects and increased 

individual freedom of choice. 

 

The upper secondary school 2011 emphasises that education must provide good specific preparation 

for working life or the higher education studies students will continue to.  

Requirements for general competences have, however, not been reduced but indeed strengthened in 

recent decades, amongst other things in the EU’s recommendation on key competences. But general 

competences can be developed in specific contexts. Emphasis on specific preparation thus does not 

imply any reduction in the ambitions concerning general competences. 

In the upper secondary school 2011, foundation subjects in the upper secondary school should interact 

with subjects typical of a programme, and it is through specialisation in the latter that students develop, 

both as citizens and as individuals. 

Aims 
To prevent drop-outs in an early stage 

Introduction to our vocational school 
The introduction when starting a new school is very important to the 

student, so they feel welcome and can concentrate on their studies and feel 

that they succeed in their studies. 

What we do is to have two introduction days when they start at our school. 

One day when the students get to know their class mates through 

cooperation exercises and valuation exercises, so that they will feel safe in 

their class. The other day is filled of important information about school 

and their coming studies. 
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The cooperation exercises (see separate film) make the students feel safe to express themselves and feel 

that they dare do different things with their new class mates. Two weeks later we have ”The day of my 

possibilities” when students from all upper secondary schools in our area get to listen to two speakers - 

two famous persons who have something to make the students grow within themselves and who give 

them some important advise for their coming school years and their coming life. Through an 

introduction period, with schedule breaking activities, the students feel that they know their classmates 

well and now they can concentrate on their studies in different subjects. 

 

Assessment for learning 
The schools in Borås have worked with Assessment for learning during a 

couple of years and the students and teachers feel more and more satisfied 

in working in this way. 

 

The learning is a process and the student must be aware of his or her own 

learning. 

- Where am I? 

- Where do I want to reach? 

- How do I get there? 

 

Through these questions in all subjects the student will be more aware of his/her learning and what to 

do. They should check the quality of the work and be aware of what has to be done better. We involve 

the classmates in the work, so they can help each other to go further on in their work, through for 

example ”two stars and a wish”. They mention two things that their friend has done well and one thing 

that can be done better. Through involving the class mates in the process there are many ”teachers” in 

the classroom who can help each other. It should be formative assessment not summative assessment.’ 

 

To get all the teachers on school involved in this work we have divided our teachers into 10 groups and 

they meet once a month for 1 1/2 hour to learn more about Assessment for learning. The leaders of 

these groups are teachers at our school. 

 

Key strategies: 
• Clarify goals and criteria for success 

• Create activities aimed at promoting learning 
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• Reconnect as much as possible - bringing learning forward (we talk about feed forward instead 
of feed-back) 

• Activate students as teaching resources for each other 

• Activate students as owners of their own learning process 

 

Students become their own teachers: 

Self-regulatory 

Self-evaluation 

Self-assessment 

Self-teaching 

 

 

The Class teacher/mentor 

The Commitment 

The Class teacher’s/mentor’s (further on called the mentor) work is important for 

Viskastrandsgymnasiet to succeed in the commitments which is said in the Education Act, the 

Curriculum and other policy documents.  

• The mentor is supposed to be a role model who stands up for the vocational school’s core 

values. 

• The mentor should create good fellowship in the class. 

• The mentor should be responsible for having knowledge of the student’s studies in all different 

subjects during the student’s way through the years in the vocational school and find solutions 

to upcoming problems. 

 

Tasks 

Inform about the school’s regulations and routines for fire alarm and evacuation in the beginning of the 

school year and when a new student starts school. To have class council once a week on scheduled time 

as a part of the students´ influence. Discuss current questions with the class and inform about 

information given from the pupil council, and the school administration. 

 

Be responsible for the overall study situation and if problems arise immediately contact the principle or 

somebody in the student health care (see special document). Follow the student’s results in school and 
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have a regular contact with student, parents and principle to inform especially when not following the 

study plan. 

 

Participate during the handovers between the different school years and collect information about the 

student. Inform all the teachers about what is said. Be responsible for the student’s individual 

development plan and check that all relevant information is up to date and if the student has done any 

changes see to that this is changed in the individual development plan as well. Document information 

about the student in his/her study contract. 

 

To have a personal development dialogue twice a year. If the student is under 18 years old, the parents 

should also be invited. Everything that is said during this dialogue should be documented. 

 

When something is not following the regular study plan, the principle should be informed and if 

demanded from principle the class teacher should start an investigation about what has gone wrong and 

why. An Action Programme should be written. Together with principle parent-teacher meetings should 

be arranged. The student should inform the mentor when being ill. The mentor should report this in 

Dexter - the absence system. The mentor should follow the absence and report to principle when 

needed. If the student needs some kind of leave, the mentor could allow this up till three days a year if 

needed. For longer leaves principle has to be contact 

 

Absence 
A student’s absence from a vocational training at Viskastrandsgymnasiet always influences the 

outcomes negative. No matter what the reasons of absence are. 

 

Large parts of our educations are about “the knowledge of hands” and together with the knowledge 

and experience from our vocational teachers the students receive skills they won’t find in books or 

at other places. 

 

When absence increases students may find it hard to catch up, nearly impossible, as they experience 

it as an insurmountable obstacle. They become dependent of whether the teacher can allocate time 

to show and describe what they’ve missed or not. In additional it will be more difficult for the 

student to comprehend totality and context and thereby estimate what he/she has achieved 
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compared to the targets. We believe these mentioned factors together form an important base of 

uncertainty and doubts in the students mind resulting in dropouts or necessity to start all over again.  

 

At our school we have chosen, according to the legislative requirements, to put early discovery and 

action, already at the first occasions of absence, as a priority. 

 

• The class teacher has a significant assignment. That’s the reason why we have put lots of 

effort to give a distinct description of the expectations that the principal have of the class 

teacher in his/her responsibility towards the students. 

 

• The Education Act states that the school informs the guardians of the underage students the 

same day as unexplained absence occurs. The teachers use software that saves time, the 

teacher notices all absence in the computer and the software automatically generates a text 

message and/or e-mail to the guardians within 30 minutes. 

 

• The class teacher controls the absence every week and is also obliged to talk to the students 

that have been absent. If problems continue an appropriate person in our Student Health 

Team will be informed as well as the principal. 

 

• The principal follows up the unexplained absence, truancy, every month and if necessary 

sends a warning to guardians or students. The principal can also send a report to the Central 

Student Aid which may result in retracted allowance. 

 

• If the truancy, despite above mentioned actions continues, the student and his/ her guardians 

(if underage) will be called to a meeting with principal and members of the Student Health 

Team. They will discuss reasons of absence and future joint actions to make the student 

come back to school in full time studies again. 

 

• If the student is absent more than 30 days in a row he or she is considered to have given up 

his or her place at school. 
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Work with student subject - STEP BY STEP 
 

• A teacher or a mentor assess that a student may fail in achieving the studies though all 

recourses within the teachers team has been exhausted. 

 

• The mentor fills out the form ” Presented to the principal and student health team” ( 

form 1). This is a description of the student´s current situation and also the measures 

taken so far. 

 

• The principal discusses the matter with the student health team at the weekly 

conference. They take decisions on further actions and responsibilities. They also decide 

whether to call or not to call the student and the parents of the student ( if the student 

is not of legal age ) to a conference. 

 

• The principal informs the mentor about the decisions that has been taken in terms of 

the continuing work with the student. 

 

• The case is monitored continuously at the weekly conferences with the principal and 

student health team. 

 

• The monitoring will be done according to the decision. 

 

 

Weekly conference 

All the students health team has meetings with the principals at a fixed time each week where they 

discuss all cases. 

Student conference 

The principal decides, in consulting with the students health team, whether a student conference will be 

hold or not. If one decides to have one they will send a written invitation to the student and the parents 

if the student is not of legal age. The principal will chair the meeting. Members of  such a meeting can 

be , student, parents , principal , members of the student health team and any others effected by the 
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matter. They interact and discuss before deciding on further action. The decision is written and 

officially recorded. 
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Learning Style Analysis (LSA) 
Metacognition is one of the key words in curriculum for schools at all levels in Sweden. Metacognition 

is how the students can be aware of their own learning- they learn to learn. 

 

There are a number of different strategies in a learning situation. All individuals prefer to learn in 

different ways and information intake is greatly enhanced when people can think, work and concentrate 

in their favoured conditions. 

 

Learning style analysis 

In our work with this we use an instrument called Dunn & Prashing Learning Style Analysis. It is an 

assessment instrument, allowing users to find out which their preferred learning conditions are. 

 

How does it work? 

The students respond to a series of statements about themselves in a 

learning situation. Before they receive a computer generated personal 

profile we make a verbal review of the analysis with each student. The 

profile allows them to identify their individual strengths and personal 

preferences for learning and information intake. 

 

If the personal preferences are being matched in a learning environment 

those will become the student’s strengths and will improve their learning. 

 

The four dominating learning styles 

 

Ø Visual (reading, seeing/watching, visualising/imagination)  30% 

Ø Auditory (hearing/listening, talking/discussing, self talking-inner dialogue) 25% 

Ø Kinaesthetic (experiencing/doing, feeling/intuition 

+    Tactile (manipulating/handling)    15% 

Ø Mixed     30% 
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Consequences in teaching 

The teachers get a group profile of their own class. The group profile helps the teacher to gain a good 

overview of their class. In the profile they are able to identify individual students. The fact that there 

are different kinds of learners sitting in the classroom forces the teacher to offer a learning-style-

responding teaching. 

The group profile can serve as the basis of discussion when planning teaching or when planning 

student work groups. 

 

What is the gain? 

A better understanding of the conditions of learning and more precise 

knowledge of how choices of strategies affect learning leads to higher 

motivation and better results. 

 

Research results in Sweden (Boström 2004) shows positive connections 

between methods adapted to the students individual learning style and 

the result of learning. 

 

When the students are able to identify and define their individual 

learning strategies, they can make more precise demands on themselves and school and they can reflect 

on and understand their own learning – metacognition. 


